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1. Introduction. It has been shown ([8], [2], [1], [3], [9]) that a collection of physical
operations or experiments can be represented by a nonempty set of nonempty sets
satisfying certain technical conditions. Such a set si is called a manual. The operations in
s£ are looked at as having no "before" and no "after", i.e., they are isolated in time. If we
wish to look at connected sequences of operations—in particular, if we wish to condition
by events in si—we must look at the compound manual sic whose elements represent
compound operations built up from the operations in the base manual si.

Central to the analysis of any given manual si are its weight functions, which are
regarded as complete stochastic models of si. It has been shown ([4]) that if si has a
"lavish" supply of weights, then so does the compound manual sic. Our aim in this paper
is to show that if sic is extended in a seemingly natural way, in general all of these weight
functions are lost. That is, there will be no stochastic models possible on the resulting
manual. Finally, we suggest one way in which this loss of weights may be remedied.

2. Terminology and symbolism. The definitions alone are presented here, as the
motivation has been given in detail elsewhere. (See, for example, [8]). By a premanual si,
we mean a nonempty collection of nonempty sets. Elements of si are called operations.
Each operation in si is itself a set, whose elements are the outcomes for that operation.
X = U si will denote all the outcomes of si, and

Sist) = {D <= X | there is an E e si with D <= £}

will be called the set of events of si. For x, y e X, we say x is orthogonal to y, and write
x l y , if xj= y and there is an operation E containing both x and y. For A<^X, A x will
denote {xeX\x±a for all aeA}, and {x}x will be written xx for xeX. For A, B<= X,
A IB will mean A c Bx. si is called irredundant if for E, F e s i , E <= F implies £ = F. si is
called coherent if A, Be S(si) with A IB implies A U Be %{d). An irredundant, coherent
premanual is called a manual. A manual is called a-coher^nt (respectively, completely
coherent) if the union of any countable collection (respectively, any collection) of pairwise
orthogonal events is again an event. The complete coherence of a manual si, denoted
C(si), is the manual whose operations are precisely all the maximal orthogonal subsets of
X. Clearly, st<^C{st). A manual si is called Dacey if Eesi, x, yeX with ficx'Uy1

implies x 1 y. Most manuals considered in practice are Dacey.
By a weight function on si, we mean a real-valued function w defined on X and

satisfying

(1) 0=£w(x)*£l for all xeX,
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and

(2) for each Eesi, the unordered sum £ w(x) converges to 1.
xeE

For D<=X, we define w(D) = £x e D w(x). The set of all weight functions on si will be
denoted by Ct(si). A set 98 is called a submanual of si if 98 ̂  si and 98 is itself a manual. A
submanual 39 of si is called an induced submanual oi si if for x, ye LJ98, x l y in ^
implies x 1 y in 38. It is easily seen that if 38 is an induced submanual of si and if w € il(si),
then w induces a weight on 38.

Each manual si is associated with its operational logic, which is denoted Yl(si). The
elements of U(M) are {p(D) | D € f ( i ) } , where p(D) is, by definition, the ordered pair
(D±±,D±). The partial ordering on U(si) is given by: p(D1)^p(D2) if and only if
Df"1 c £*2X- It is known that a manual is Dacey if and only if its logic is an orthomodular
poset. The structure of U(si) has been studied extensively ([9], [3]).

3. The compound manual. Let S be the free semigroup on X, and let Xc = SU{1},
where lx = x = xl for all xeX. For seS, define the length of s, denoted \s\, to be n if
s = x1x2. . .xn with x,eX for i = l, . . . , n . Define | l | = 0. For AczXc, define \A\ =
max{|a||aeA}. Call A bounded if |A| is finite. For A , B c X c , let AB = {ab\a<=A,
beB}. G will be called a direct successor of £<=XC under the following conditions:
G = U eFe, where for all e in a nonempty subset D of £, Fe is some operation in si, and

eeE

for all eeE-D, Fe = 1. G is called a successor of E if there is a finite sequence
E = G^ G 2 , . . . , Gn = G, where each Gf, i = 2 , . . . , n, is a direct successor of G ^ . The
compound manual s£c is defined to be all successors of 1. The elements of sic are called
compound operations.

It can be shown that stc is a manual, with \J sic = Xc. For a, fc in Xc, notice that a l b
in stc if and only if there exist c, d,ee Xc and x, y e X such that a = cxd, b = eye, and x l y
in si. For D<=XC, aeXc, define a"1D = {csXc | aceD}. Define i(D) =
{xeX | x~lD± 0 } . Call £ c X c feue/wise admissable if / (a^E)e g(j^) for every a eXc. It
can be shown that G&s4c if and only if G is a bounded, levelwise admissable, maximai
orthogonal subset of Xc.

An analysis of sic may be found in [3]. It is easily shown that si is Dacey if and only if
sic is Dacey. The connection between Cl(s4) and fl(sic) is investigated in [4]. It is shown
there that weight functions on si induce weight functions on sic and, furthermore, that
every weight function on sf arises in such a manner. It is also shown that Cl{sic) will
inherit most of the properties that Q,(si) has. The fact that we have allowed only bounded
compound operations is vital to each of these proofs. Unfortunately, if we allow un-
bounded compound operations—in particular, if we look at the complete coherence
C(sic) of s&c—in most cases we lose all possible stochastic models.

4. Main result. It will now be shown that, under one very mild restriction, C(sic)
admits no weight functions. Theorem 1 is an adaptation of a theorem presented by A.
Horn and A. Tarski in 1948 ([6]).
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THEOREM 1. Let si be a completely coherent, Dacey manual. Suppose X = |J si has
countable cardinality, and suppose further that Yl(si) is totally non-atomic. Then Cl{s£) is
empty.

Proof. Suppose there i s a w e fl(si). We claim that for all t>0, for all x€X, there is a
yex x x such that w(y)<f. Suppose not. Then for all yex x x , w(y)^f>l /n for some
neN. st is Dacey, so TL(si) is an orthomodular poset. Furthermore, U{si) has no atbms,
by assumption. Using these two facts, one can verify that there are nonempty events
D,, D 2 , . . . , Dn in si such that p(x) = p(D1)®p(D2)®... ®p(Dn). For each i = 1 , . . . , n,

n n

select a y,eD;. Then l / n < w(v;)=£ w(Dt) for i = l , . . . , n, so 1 = £ l / n < £ w(Dj) =
w(x), a contradiction. i = 1 c=1

Now, for each outcome x e X , choose a f x>0 such that £ tx = l. Also, for each
xeX

xeX, by the claim, we may choose a yx6xx x with w(yx)<fx. Let E be a maximal
orthogonal subset of {yx | x 6 X}. By complete coherence, E e %(•&). However, E£si since
w(E)=£ X w(yx)< Z f* = l- Therefore, there is an x€E x , and hence yxexxx<=Ex, a

xeX xeX

contradiction to the maximality of E. •

THEOREM 2. Let si be any manual, Qesi with 2=£card(Q)=£X0. Let Z =
{qxq2 • •. qn | qt e O, n GN}. Let 38 be any cr-coherent induced submanual of C(sic) such that
Z c U t Then fl(S8)=0.

Proof. Note that Z<=XC and hence inherits an orthogonality relation from sic. Let <#
be the set of all maximal orthogonal subsets of Z.

CLAIM 1. <# is an induced submanual of 98.

Proof. It is first shown that %" is an induced submanual of C(stc). Let He<# Let
o 6 Xc. Suppose ((a"1^) j= 0 . Then a e Z. It is clear that i(«-1H) <= Q. Suppose there is a
q e Q with q£i{a~*H). Then q l^a" 1 ^ / ) and hence aqlH, contradicting the maximality
of H. Therefore, for all aeXc, i(a~1H) = 0 or i(a~1H) = Q. Now, suppose there is an
a € Xc with a±H. We have a = xxx2 . . . xn for some n and some xf e X. Since a <£H, there
is a minimal / with l=£/s=n such that xj^i((x1... x^^H). (If j = l, take
(x1...xJ_1)"1H = H.) Since a l H , we have i((x!... x ^ ! ) " 1 ^ ^ 0 and x,±
i((xi.. . Xy.J^H). Thus, X; 1Q, a contradiction. Hence, H is a maximal orthogonal subset
of Xc, and we have <# £ C(jtfc). That <6 is then an induced submanual of C(sic) follows
immediately. Using the facts that Z is countable (since Q is), that 38 is a-coherent, and
that Z<= US8, it is seen that <#<=3B. It is then easily verified that <# is, in fact, an induced
submanual of 98.

Therefore, if suffices to show that <6 has no weight functions to prove the theorem.

CLAIM 2. <# is Dacey.

Proof. Suppose zuz2zZ, He ^ with H c z x U z x . Clearly, z^i= z2. Suppose Z\Lz2

fails. This implies that Zj = q^q2 • •. qr and z2 = qtq2 ... qs for some rf s and some qt e Q.
Without loss of generality, suppose s<r. But then z2<=-z\, and we have Hcizf, a
contradiction.
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CLAIM 3: n(<#) is totally non-atomic.

Proof. Suppose p(D) is an atom in LT^). Then it is clear that D = {a} for some aeZ.
Let qeQ. Since 2«card(Q), there is a q'eQ with qlq'. Therefore, 0<p(aq)<p(a) in
U(<0), since aq' 1 aq but aq' 1 a fails. This supplies our contradiction, and the claim is
proved.

By definition, Z is countable and <£ is completely coherent. Therefore, <# satisfies the
hypotheses of Theorem 1, and hence has no weights.

COROLLARY. Let si be any manual Qesi with 2«card(Q)=sK0. Then there are no
weight functions on C(stc).

5. The finitary embedding of C(sic). A manual si is called hereditary provided that,
for every finite non-empty subset M of si, the set {Essi\E<^ UM} is an induced
submanual of si. A hereditary Dacey manual (that is, a manual which is both hereditary
and Dacey) will be called an HD manual. It is known that a manual is HD if and only if it
does not admit four distinct outcomes a, b, c, d such that a l b , blc, eld, af£cx, a£dx,
and bf£dx. One can verify that si is HD if and only if sic is HD, and this is so if and only
if C(s4c) is HD. The logic of an HD manual is an orthomodular lattice. As many
formulations of quantum mechanics require that the so-called "quantum logic" be an
orthomodular lattice (see, e.g., Mackey [7]), these manuals are of particular interest in
applications to quantum physics.

A manual si is said to admit a full set A of weight functions if x, y e X with x not
orthogonal to y in s4 implies there is a we A with w(x) + w(y)>l. Of particular
significance are those manuals which admit full sets of dispersion-free weights (i.e. weights
assuming only the values 0 and 1). In this case, other weight functions may arise as convex
linear combinations of the dispersion-free weights, indicating a possible way in which
"hidden variables" may be present.

A scattered set.in a manual s4 is a set S<= X such that for each pair s, teS, sit fails.
A manual is called finitary if every operation intersects every maximal scattered set. It is
easily shown that every finitary manual admits a full set of dispersion-free weights.

Marie Gaudard and Robert Weaver have shown in [5] that every HD manual may be
embedded in a finitary HD manual. This new manual is called the finitary completion. We
have shown that if the base manual si is HD, then C(sic) will also be HD but may admit
no weights. Therefore, we wish to examine the finitary completion of C(s4c).

Consider the following example. Suppose si consists of a single operation: to flip a coin
and record the outcome. That is, si = {{t, h}}. For each neN define En =
{rlh | i - 1 , . . . , n} U{fn}. (t°h = h) Then each Enesic and ^ is the operation "flip a coin
n times or until a head is observed, whichever comes first". The set E =
{t'~1h | i = 1,2,3,...}, i.e., "flip a coin until a head is observed", is an operation in C(sic)
but not in stc as it is unbounded. Thus, there are no weight functions on C(sic) to
accommodate this operation. This difficulty is due to the absence of the "in-principle"
outcome t°°.
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If the base manual si is completely coherent and finitary HD, then the finitary
completion of C(s4c) can be given explicitly as follows. Adjoin all infinite strings (maps N—>• X)
to Xc. It g is such an infinite string, say g = x1x2x3 . . . , let gn denote Xj . . .*„. Extend the
orthogonality of s&c to these new "outcomes" as follows. For aeXc, g an infinite string,
define a 1 g if and only if o l g n for some n. Likewise, for two infinite strings g, h, define
g 1 h if and only if gn 1 hn for some n. Then, a difficult but unilluminating proof shows
that the finitary completion of C(sic) is precisely all maximal orthogonal subsets of this
extended outcome set.

Hence, if outcomes of infinite length are adjoined, we obtain an extension of the
compound manual which has a full set of dispersion-free weight functions.

6. Conclusion. The restriction that stc contain only bounded operations may ini-
tially appear to be a matter of choice; in some sense, the bounded operations are
considered more do-able. This paper presents a much stronger argument for the restric-
tion; without it, in most interesting cases all stochastic models are lost.

Furthermore, we have observed that if the base manual si is HD, then the compound
manual along with all unbounded operations may be embedded in a manual with a full set
of dispersion-free weights. If si satisfies certain other restrictions, this embedding may be
defined explicitly in terms of infinite sequences in X

Thus the answer at this point seems to be that if unbounded operations are required,
it appears necessary to include unbounded outcomes as well.
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